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About This Content

This optional upgrade is only for people who bought 3DMark before January 8, 2019.

To run these tests, you must have the Windows 10 October 2018 Update and a graphics card with drivers that support
Microsoft DirectX Raytracing. Please read the System Requirements section below before buying this upgrade.

Port Royal benchmark

3DMark Port Royal is the world’s first real-time ray tracing benchmark for gamers. It shows you how well your PC handles ray
tracing effects in real-time, a taste of what to expect from games in 2019. Use Port Royal to benchmark graphics cards that
support Microsoft DirectX Raytracing. Compare Port Royal benchmark scores to see how overclocking affects ray tracing
performance. Find your PC's performance limits with custom benchmark settings and detailed hardware monitoring charts.

3DMark Port Royal was developed with input from AMD, Intel, NVIDIA, and other leading technology companies. We worked
especially closely with Microsoft to create a first-class implementation of the DirectX Raytracing API.

Port Royal Stress Test

Check the reliability and stability of your system after buying or building a new PC, upgrading your graphics card or
overclocking your GPU. Stress testing can also identify faulty hardware and a need for better cooling.
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NVIDIA DLSS feature test

Deep Learning Super Sampling (DLSS) is an NVIDIA RTX technology that uses the power of deep learning and AI to improve
game performance while maintaining visual quality. This feature test helps you compare performance and image quality with

and without DLSS.
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things i like to see implimented:
-turret cost for 2, 3, 4, and 5 are 100 less
-viewable health bar for turrets
-item drops should give you as much as the item spawn points.
-unless player health isn't 100%, item spawn points shouldn't spawn health
-shotgun fire rate sligjtly faster(i would perfer this if anything)
-bullet penitration, damaging monsters behind the first your shooting (maybe this is already in the game but its hard to tell)
-NEEDS TURRETS TO BE RESELLABLE

these are just mostly minor inconveniences, especially in the early game, i still enjoy playing this game. and looking forward to
seeing the future of this game

7.9 out of 10. OK experience, I dunno if the price was worth it. I do like a puzzle game and this is a stunner...similar in some
ways to Hexcells but certainly provides more than a challenge...there is a learning curve that certaily gets steeper as more and
more @features@ are added to the game...relaxing and interesting!. This game is very fun if you like rhythm games it has a
good learning curve but once you get the hang of the game you will be doing great, i wish they did had more levels cause im
addicted to this game i beat it in 3 hours would love for them to add more levels :). Great game, glad you finally got around to
releasing a full version. keep up the good work peeps.. Who knew playing as colored blocks engaging in extramarital affairs
could be so much fun.
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Don't miss this one! I think a lot of people in the VR community know that Survios is one of the top developers in VR if not the
very best. Saying that they've outdone themselves with Creed Rise to Glory. It's so good I own it on both PSVR and PCVR (I
actually bought it on PSVR originally due to a WMR bug that has been fixed) but I can tell you it's excellent on both platforms.

The best way to describe it is a cross between Knockout League and Thrill of the Fight. It's not nearly as arcadey and puzzle like
as Knockout League and it's not quite as simulation like as Thrill of the Fight. I believe even if you have both of those boxing
games this belongs in your library. I won't say what is the best as that differs person to person but what we have here is a very
accesible but challenging licensed boxing game with excellent nearly AAA quality visuals and just a flawless presentation.

The campaign won't last you long, I think I finished it both on PSVR and PC in about an hour on the middle difficulty. The real
fun though comes from PVP and the FreePlay modes where you can pick a boxer from the story mode (the PSVR version has
Rocky as well - please add that to PC at some point!) and challenge another boxer from the story mode on any difficulty. You
also have various minigames that were used in training montages in the campaign that can be fairly fun to try and get to the top
of the leaderboard.

All in all a great game and one of the must haves for VR at this point!. While I got this game as a joke, I found that I was
pleasantly surprised by everything. The ongoing theme for this game and the word that I can best use to describe it is "Cute".
Everything is "cute". The character designs are fairly cute, the story and their branching endings are cute and the artwork you
recieve is cute. I'll include my critique below, but the TL;DR version is that I recommend it for a cute, cheap read but I find
some things very odd about it.

========

Without giving away spoilers, I felt that one character's ending was very rushed, another seemed like there was almost too much
time spent into it when compared to the other endings, and I found the main character to be...odd.

For starters, I felt their backstory bordered on "Trying to hard to make you feel for this character" and they sort of come off as
almost cartoony in how bad their life was. I feel like there was a strange missed chance with this character when you have a boy
that likes to be called a girl, that likes to dress as a girl, that likes to do girl things, that hates doing male things, and basically
wants to do everything as a girl....but isn't a girl.

I felt like there was an odd Christian undertone to things, not just the fact that the school you go to is a Catholic Girl's school. A
character being lesbian is completely played off like their sexual orientation didn't matter, the Main Character is played like
they're Transgendered but it almost seems like the dev(s) couldn't quite bring themselve's to say it, and the arguable antagonist
of this story is apparently a non-Christian that even brings up how "YOU CHRISTIANS should be the intolerent ones", which
comes off as preachy.

Despite this, I think it's a cute read and there is too much about it that I like to really let these weight too much on my mind. I'd
recommend the game for a quick, easy read that I think people will enjoy.. it plays like a flash game, enough said. Nicely
presented, and has some nice puzzles.

Gets moderately taxing, although I found the last 20 levels somewhat easier than the mid-game puzzles (I ended up finishing
some levels with what felt like spare wildcards)

Well worth the asking price!. This game was amazing. The puzzles were a bit too hard sometimes, but they were solvable. The
graphics are gorgeous.

And the story was absolutely amazing.

9/10. It's cute but... That's basically it. I wanted to like the game, but it's just too empty for me to enjoy, and the dialogues feel
way to forced and verbose.. 10/10 dancing mouse
. Fun creative god game. Really like how it requires thinking ahead for choices and seeing how mankind responds. It reminds
me a bit of Reus in that way. Would highly recommend, especially for such a cheap price! It took me 11 hours to get through all
the achievements.. Another abandoned indie early access game.
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